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Mr. Burroughs’ Prologue

The events related in this book may well test the credulity of even the most jaded reader of adventure fiction.  
Yet even so, this book is not a work of imagination. It is, rather, a factual account of actual people and events. 
The setting, Barsoom—or Mars, as we know it—is equally real.

With the above in mind, I direct this work to the attention of scholars and scientists, even as I offer it to those who 
have followed the exploits of Tarzan of the Apes, and John Carter of Mars, through thirty-eight bio novels thus far. I 
hope to provide the former with useful information regarding Martian science, history, and culture. And to the latter, 
I wish to deliver a rousing good story in which those two paragons of heroic manhood, Tarzan and John Carter, cross 
paths for the first, but certainly not last, time.

Satisfying my readers, alas, may be easier than persuading a skeptical scientific community that this book is any-
thing but a work of whimsy. I should like to show my photographs. We took many and lost none apart from undevel-
oped movie footage that was over-exposed by interdimensional radiation on our return voyage. However, I am not at 
liberty to share my trove of singular images.

The task of persuading the reader that The Martian Legion is a record of actual events must take a back seat to an-
other imperative, that of assuring the privacy of certain participants. I have never been a man to betray a confidence. 
Nor will I now. Where necessary, I have altered names and facts that might betray too much. All such changes and 
omissions have been reviewed by the principals involved and have met with their approval. 

I am not speaking, of course, of Tarzan or John Carter. Although Tarzan values his privacy, he is aware, sometimes 
painfully so, that the world is conscious of his existence. Over the years he has, in fact, been most generous in allow-
ing me to chronicle his singular life. 

Nor is John Carter concerned about the revelation of matters pertaining to himself and his family. Barsoom is a very 
long way from Earth. With this in mind, John Carter has never hesitated to provide me with a complete and ongoing 
chronicle of his life on Mars. Indeed, without the Warlord’s manuscripts, our past conversations, and his subsequent 
telepathic communications, my first eleven Martian novels would never have been written.

Thus I undertook the writing of this most recent book—my twenty-sixth Tarzan novel, as it were, and my twelfth 
Martian novel—with the full support of both John Carter and Lord Greystoke. Others, as mentioned earlier, were less 
eager to be named. In the end, it was John Carter and Lord Greystoke who won them over, securing their cooperation 
where I alone might have failed. Thus important events, not directly observed by me, are reported with an accuracy 
and vivid clarity possible only through the chronicling of eyewitness accounts. 

Little did I imagine when the postman delivered my mail on that July morning in 1938, that I was beginning the 
greatest adventure of my life. Among the dozens of letters from my readers, the usual bills and solicitations, and the 
correspondence from family members and from friends traveling abroad, was a nondescript parcel wrapped in brown 
butcher paper and tied about with sturdy hemp. I at first assumed the parcel was galley proofs. Only after I opened 
and read several mundane letters did I notice the return address upon the package. With an exclamation of surprise 
and joy, I stood up so abruptly that I overturned my chair. 

That Virginia address did not exist. It had not existed since the Civil War. It was then that an advancing Yankee army 
had burned the Carter plantation to the ground. Yet here was a letter from that place. Only one man, save me, would 
remember that address, much less think to use it again after the passage of so many years. The other man was my uncle, 
John Carter. That address now served as a kind of code, assuring me that my uncle and no other had posted the parcel.

Again I whooped with joy. 
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Wide-eyed, my secretary hurried into my office.
“I’ve not gone mad, Mildred, not a whit!” I cried. “But he is back! I have 

word from him at last!”
Without further delay, I cut away cord and paper, expecting to discover 

a manuscript written in John Carter’s distinct, firm hand. Instead, I found a 
metal box of burnished silver. Although sturdily made, it had not escaped 
the vagaries of the postal service. At some point in transit it had suffered 
a large dent, but it had not sprung open as a consequence. In fact, some 
effort was required before I determined the means of opening it. But once 
open, I discovered not a thick manuscript, although there was certainly 
room enough for one, but rather a single sheet of parchment with a brief, 
cryptic message. 

I sat down, pensive as I read and reread my uncle’s words. I had not heard 
from him in several years. Not a single telepathic communication had passed 
across the great void of space from his mind to mine. Nor had he appeared 
suddenly out of the star-struck void to tell me of his most recent adventures, 

or better yet, hand me the account already written. 
I feared that my uncle might be dead. Age could not touch him. But even an immortal may be struck down by 

sword or bullet. Had that been John Carter’s fate? Considering the sanguine nature of life on Mars, I knew it to be 
entirely possible. 

The package from Virginia evaporated all such fears. John Carter was still very much alive, despite the ominous tone 
conveyed by his letter. Moreover, he was requesting my help, and requesting also that I come to a place specified in 
his letter. 

I was both deeply moved and flattered that he would call upon me, his favorite nephew, in this apparent time of 
urgent need. Yet I could scarce imagine what use I might be to a fighting man such as my uncle. I was, despite my 
deceptively youthful appearance, approaching my eighty-third birthday, and far from my rough and ready days with 
the old Seventh Cavalry. But I was nonetheless game. And my uncle needed me. So I determined to join him as quickly 
as possible and render whatever service I might. 

My office manager, Ralph Rothman, was on vacation, but he would be back a week from Tuesday. Quickly, I jotted 
down such instructions as might be required in my absence. 

I looked around my office. What might I need?
My eyes fell upon the .45 Colt pistol mounted in a case opposite my desk. I had received it from the manufacturer 

after penning a testimonial in praise of Colt firearms, and mentioning how a Colt had once saved my life. It bore my 
distinctive doodad, the colophon showing in silver inset upon the pearl handle. I crossed the room, removed the Colt 
from its case, and then fetched the matching belt and holster from a file drawer. 

“Mildred,” I called to my secretary. “Book me on a flight to Nairobi, British East Africa, at once! And for the love of 
God help me find my .405 Winchester.”

Edgar Rice Burroughs
Tarzana, California
May 5, 1938 1 
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The large bungalow was surrounded on 
all sides by immaculate lawns, trimmed 
hedges and flowering beds filled with viv-

id hues. The plantation’s master preferred nature as God made 
it, natural and untouched by man, but above all he loved his 
wife, and so Africa was made to mend its ways on her account.

The land the Claytons farmed in the Waziri country was far 
from the nearest small town, and further still from Nairobi. Clay-
ton’s widely scattered neighbors marveled at the accomplish-
ments of their friend. All employed the latest agricultural tech-
niques, but only Clayton understood the Dark Continent and all 
her moods. Thus was the Clayton plantation a source of wonder 
to both Englishman and native alike.

Beyond the bungalow and guest houses stood outbuildings 

and the nearby village of the Waziri. Most of the stables, barns, 
and sheds were dark rectangles etched in moonlight, but a few 
were this night bathed in the glow of electric lights.

Another shadow, larger and wholly unlike the rest, loomed 
beyond the darkened warehouses. It was toward this recently-
arrived object that the tall, clean-featured Waziri cast a wary eye. 
Although unmatched in courage when pitted against mortal 
foes, the Waziri were as superstitious as any of Africa’s countless 
dusky tribes.

Strangers had come, some from beyond the western sea, oth-
ers from a place so distant that it was, in the words of Muviro, the 
hereditary chief of the Waziri, “Beyond the walls of the world.” 
With these strangers had come much activity, a sense of anticipa-
tion and, for the superstitious Waziri, an undefined dread.

nsects buzzed and bumped against the window screens as rectangles of light spilled from 
the rambling plantation house. An equatorial breeze, cool with the advent of evening, 
drifted across the wide verandah. Curtains fluttered. Slowly rotating ceiling fans mixed 
the exotic scents of British East Africa with the aromas of a well-set table. 
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Within the bungalow, men in formal evening wear moved 
from the dining room to the spacious library as ebony-skinned 
Waziri women cleared silverware, china, crystal, and linens from 
the antique English oak table. 

To the disappointment of all, one chair had remained empty 
throughout the meal. Now the hour was approaching ten, and 
still the truant guest had not come. The voices and laughter of 
the women came from the sitting room. Outside upon the lawn, 
sonorous native voices mingled with American and European ac-
cents, while from every direction came the distant clicks, cries and 
calls that are always a part of evening in the hinterlands of Africa.

Within the plantation house’s book-lined library, amid curl-
ing cigar smoke, eleven men sat around an ornately-carved ta-
ble, while nearby, perched on a high-backed chair, sat Tarzan’s 
younger son, twelve-year-old Conan. The boy, all eyes and ears, 
watched and listened as the gathered company speculated as 
to who the mystery guest might be. They heard a lion roar out 
upon the moon-dappled veldt. Some imagined a beast on the 
prowl, hungry and seeking a fresh kill. Only Lord Greystoke, a 
craggy-faced gentleman with black, carelessly cropped hair, and 
a man with gold-flecked eyes understood the true meaning of 
that savage cry. Numa’s belly was full. His roar was one of con-
tentment, and now his eyes were heavy with sleep. Great Numa 
would hunt no more this night.

In the continued absence of their mysterious guest, the talk 
drifted elsewhere amid pleasant words and the clink of brandy 
glasses.

“This table, Lord Greystoke—I confess I’ve never seen the like 
before.” 

The speaker was Doc Savage, the man with the gold-flecked 
eyes. 

“Yet there’s hardly a corner of this earth I haven’t visited,” con-
tinued the Man of Bronze. “The design seems almost Atlantean, 
but then the style and workmanship isn’t quite...”

“A gift from the Queen of Opar,” replied Tarzan, his expression 
softening with thoughts of Opar and Queen La. “I can assure you 
that the artisan who made this table did not have my bungalow 
in mind when he put adz to wood.”

“I knew it!” exclaimed the bronzed giant, slapping fist into 
open palm. “Atlantean it is. Do you mean to tell us that you’ve 
visited Opar, Atlantis’ fabled lost colony? Those books by Mr. Bur-

roughs—they are more than fiction?”
Tarzan nodded. “Opar’s queen and I are on good terms, al-

though it has not always been so.”
“Come now, sir,” interjected Dr. Hans Arkonovitch, a black-

bearded middle-aged Russian, “do you mean to say that Opar 
still exists—if it ever existed at all!”

“That hardly seems possible,” agreed Doc Savage. “Atlantis was 
subsumed by the sea three thousand years ago.”

“I understand your skepticism, gentlemen, but Opar survived, 
albeit in a degraded state,” answered Tarzan.

Doc Savage splayed a hand upon a table top made dark by 
countless varnishings over many centuries. “Then this table is 
Atlantean. From the beginning, I thought as much. Yet it is pe-
culiarly unlike anything I’ve encountered.”

“The modern style is what one sees in today’s Opar,” explained 
Tarzan. “To see examples of classical Atlantean workmanship, 
one must visit the British Museum.”

Taking a cigar from his mouth, Dr. Arkonovitch, continued the 
line of thought. “Opar, the lost colony, survived. With the pas-
sage of time, the stylistic imperative changed as each generation 
of artisans imperfectly passed their knowledge and methodology 
to their progeny.”

Doc Savage stroked his jaw thoughtfully. “Wishing in no way 
to offend our gracious host, and as much as I admire the table’s 
workmanship, I must say it cannot hold a candle to those works 
produced in Atlantis’ golden age. I see here a crude, even brutal, 
directness of style, a craftsmanship nearer savage than civilized.”

“You are altogether correct, and I take no offense at your point-
ing it out,” said Tarzan. “The barbaric style you note, however, is 
more than the consequence of stylistic change over time. Opar is 
a lost colony of Atlantis in the truest sense. With the passage of 
centuries Opar fell into degeneracy. Today the men of Opar are 
little more than beasts, partly as a consequence of their having 
mated with anthropoids...”

“Good lord!” sputtered Dr. Arkonovitch, almost choking on his 
cigar. “Now that is preposterous...”

Tarzan frowned.
“Hear our host out,” interjected Sky Marshal Carson Napier, a 

blond-haired man seated next to the bushy-bearded Russian. He, 
unlike the others, wore a gray uniform. “No one knows Africa 
and its arcane secrets better than our host.”
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“Per contra, I did not mean to question your veracity, sir,” apol-
ogized the Russian in his heavily-accented English.

“We are friends here, and I take no offense,” responded Tarzan, 
“and while I am not accustomed to having my word challenged, 
I appreciate your skepticism. I, like you, am aware of the scientif-
ic literature regarding genetics and the apparent limits imposed 
by nature on interspecific matings. But Atlantean science is not 
our science. There are 
secrets known only to 
the Oparians. One such 
secret made possible 
the commingling of ape 
blood with that of man. 
And another keeps the 
blood of Oparian wom-
en as pure and human 
as it ever was.”

“Incredible, simply in-
credible.” The man who 
spoke, Dr. Elbert Won-
mug, was elderly and 
small, yet bright of eye, 
his most prominent fea-
tures being a large, bul-
bous nose, a bald pate 
surrounded by a ring of 
tufted white hair, and 
a bristling white beard. 
At the moment he was 
enjoying one of Lord 
Greystoke’s cigars, the 
only vice he allowed in 
an otherwise ascetic life.

From the head of the 
table, Tarzan surveyed the men assembled before him. To his 
right sat his son, Korak, to his left Paul D’Arnot, Jr., a captain in 
the French navy. Present, too, were other friends. The altogether 
dedicated and resourceful Rev. Billy Sunday, Jr. had just come 
down from the Otowanga Baptist Missionary Station. Another 
old and equally well-respected friend, a writer of some renown, 
had traveled a great deal further to be present this night.

“Gentlemen,” said Tarzan, rising from his chair and casu-
ally straightening his dinner jacket, “I should very much en-
joy discussing Opar all through this wonderful evening. And 
one day, should it suit you, I will take you there. But that 
mystery must await another time. Tonight we face a conun-
drum as perplexing as any we’ve known in our varied careers.”

There were nods along the table, murmurs of agreement.
“Or an elaborate 

hoax,” suggested the 
bearded Russian.

“Unlikely,” replied 
another of the Ameri-
cans, Lamont Crans-
ton, speaking for the 
first time. Among men 
who seemed suited to 
hard action, or studi-
ous introspection, this 
hawk-nosed gentleman 
seemed out of place, an 
American dilettante bet-
ter suited to parties and 
yachting. His features, 
handsome in an un-
conventional way, were 
pale, as if little touched 
by sunlight, as were his 
slender hands. A fire-
opal of unusual color 
and clarity glittered 
upon his right ring fin-
ger. “If I am any judge, 
the effort that went into 
drawing us together, 

while elaborate, is no hoax.”
“Then where is he?” demanded Dr. Arkonovitch, voicing the 

thoughts of all. “His letter states that he would arrive at 8 P.M.”
“He will come,” answered Tarzan. “We have all at one time or 

another been delayed by events beyond our control.”
The American journalist, the oldest man at the table, had thus 

far said very little. He resisted the temptation to speak now. Time 

Opar, the fabled lost colony of Atlantis
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had deprived him of the thick, black mane of his youth, leaving 
in its place little but a fringe of graying hair. But the accumu-
lating years had done nothing to dim eyes that shone with un-
quenchable curiosity. He, like the hawk-nosed man many years 
his junior, looked in no part the adventurer, nor a man privy to 
amazing secrets. Yet his life had been one of astonishing variety, 
and more astonishing was the knowledge that had come to him 
from others over a lifetime of literary and journalistic 
activity. This man was certain the guest would 
come.

Tarzan glanced at a pedestal clock 
standing in a corner of the room. 
The time was ten past ten. He 
turned, selected an object from 
a nearby bookshelf. A com-
plex heliography was etched 
across one side of the object’s 
bright metal surface, a heli-
ography that had proven in-
decipherable to the linguistic 
talent assembled about the 
Atlantean table.

Tarzan placed the metal ob-
ject on the table. 

Each guest had received an iden-
tical silver box, each box carefully 
wrapped in paper that bore a Virginia 
return address. The metallic case could be 
opened once a cleverly designed spring mechanism 
was discovered. Those recipients who had collected enemies 
over the years opened their boxes cautiously, but no bomb or 
incendiary device lay inside. Instead they found a single sheet 
of parchment. Upon that sheet, and written in a clean English 
cursive, was a message addressed to the recipient.

“Annihilation threatens my people,” began the note. “For 
the first time, I find that the resources available to me to 
neutralize this threat are inadequate. With that in mind, I 
turn to you and ask your assistance. I am aware of your ad-
mirable accomplishments. The resources you possess, com-
bined with those not altogether inconsiderable resources al-
ready at my disposal, may in combination save a world from 

destruction. To this end, I ask you in the name of conscience 
and simple humanity to meet me two weeks hence in Brit-
ish East Africa at the estate of John Clayton, Lord Greystoke. 
Should you doubt my credibility, nay, even my sanity, or 
should my words seem naught but a foolish prank, you need 
look no further than the paper in your hand, or the box 
from whence it came, to apprehend the surest proof that my 

words are true and as serious as any uttered in the 
whole history of mankind.”

“I kin read good as anybody, but I don’t 
see nothin’ special about the paper 

and this tin box,” said Alley Oop, ap-
pearing uncomfortable and out of 

place in formal attire, “but I got 
this feeling it’s all legit.”

“Lad,” said Dr. Wonmug, “as 
I told you before, it isn’t tin.”

“Nor any other metal I 
know of,” admitted the black-
bearded Russian, flicking ci-
gar ash into a tray shaped like 

a yawning hippo. He was obvi-
ously annoyed at having to ad-

mit to any ignorance.
Doc Savage laughed from deep 

in his chest, and displayed his letter. 
The paper appeared to have been nibbled 

about the edges by moths. 
“My team and I tested it and drew a blank. We 

then air-expressed samples to other experts who likewise came 
up empty handed. I can tell you, gentlemen, this paper is myste-
rious stuff, made of vegetable matter to be sure, a kind of papy-
rus, but it isn’t papyrus, and it isn’t paper made from any plant 
known on this Earth.

“Same with the metal box, primarily aluminum but mixed 
with an alien alloy. My boys and I were all over it. And Von 
Harben2 happened to be in New York. He knows his metals and 
it’s a new one to him. No one, and I mean no one, knows what 

2  Archaeologist and explorer whose discovery of Harbenite greatly con-
tributed to the construction of the O-220, a dirigible used in the first 
transpolar penetration of the hollow land called Pellucidar.

  Tarzan receives  
a Message
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these silver boxes are made 
of, much less where they 
came from.”

Alley Oop cocked his head. 
“Listen...”

Tarzan’s eyes narrowed. 
His son Korak half rose. “Fa-

ther...”
“Yes, I hear it,” said Tarzan, 

approaching a window. “Gen-
tlemen, our guest has arrived. 
Shall we investigate?”

The men left their chairs 
and followed Lord Greystoke 
onto the verandah even as 
a high-pitched thrum con-
densed into the muted throb 
of great engines. Feminine 
faces appeared at the bungalow windows. Every eye turned 
skyward, fixed on the dark thing drifting down the night sky.

Tarzan glanced questioningly at Sky Marshal Carson Napier 
who shook his head.

“It’s not a Ten Planets craft. Shape’s not right. And she runs too 
quietly. You heard our ships when we landed earlier in the week, 
each loud as a freight train.”

“True enough,” laughed Tarzan, “You scattered our horses and 
chickens.”

The alien ship dropped feather-like until it lay but a few feet 
off the sward fifty yards from the bungalow. No light glowed 
upon its surface.

“It’s nearly as long as a football field,” said Rev. Sunday.
“She’s just over Mother’s prize roses,” observed Korak. “She’d 

best drop no lower or her captain will have Mother to answer to. 
She plans to enter those roses in the Nairobi fair next month.”

Tarzan smiled and others laughed. His son’s half-serious com-
ment had eased the tension.

“Look at that, Doc!” cried Monk Mayfair, a short, barrel-chest-
ed man standing near the porch. “She’s no dirigible, but she’s 
floating like...”

“Antigravity device, Monk,” replied the bronze giant, “or some-
thing very much like it.”

Movement could now be seen. 
Dogs barked. Waziri clutched 
their spears and carbines more 
tightly, while the whites checked 
their side arms. Moments later, 
horses in the nearby stable whin-
nied and stomped. Tarzan, his son 
Korak, and Alley Oop detected an 
alien scent as it drifted on the 
breeze from the flying craft to the 
bungalow’s verandah. A moment 
later Doc Savage caught the same 
smell.

Alley Oop shot Tarzan a quizzi-
cal glance, but his host was equal-
ly mystified.

The writer smiled knowingly 
but no one noticed.

“Something’s moving!”
The Waziri warriors stood still as statues, too proud to flee. The 

arrival of Carson Napier’s ships days earlier had excited the chil-
dren and prepared Tarzan’s dark brothers for events bordering in 
their minds on the supernatural. But those ships had arrived by 
day. Now here was another come by night.

Alley Oop edged close to Tarzan. “See what I think I saw?”
“Something big out there. Something big with four arms. My 

Waziri see it as well.”
“Yeah, then I did see it,” marveled Oop, brushing his unkempt 

hair back from his craggy features.
A rectangle of light appeared in the side of the floating craft.
“They’ve opened another hatch.”
The silhouette of a man—a man with just two arms—ap-

peared. He dropped the few remaining feet to the ground, ap-
peared to stagger, then brought himself fully erect.

The silhouette approached, revealing a man dressed in a dark 
brown kilt and leather warrior’s harness. He was a good two 
inches over six feet tall, broad of shoulder, and narrow of hip, 
with the carriage of the trained fighting man. His hair, jet black 
and straight, was cut in a simple yet unfamiliar style. As the man 
came closer, strong, regular features were revealed, and slate-
gray eyes that were at once weary yet keen with intelligence.

Waziri Warriors
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The insignia upon the man’s brown and gray tunic were unfa-
miliar as were the tooling and metalwork on his leather harness. 
Two swords, one long, the other short, hung at his side, as did a 
pistol, all beautiful but surely utilitarian, and of an alien design 
and workmanship.

“I apologize for arriving late, gentlemen,” were the stranger’s 
first words. His voice, although firm and direct, suggested the 
same great weariness betrayed in his eyes. “I have come a long 
way, and there were those who did not wish that I come at all.”

He held out an open hand as Tarzan stepped forward to greet 
him. “I am John Carter of Mars.”

“And I Tarzan,” responded Lord Greystoke, showing no more 
astonishment than might have been displayed if the visitor had 
announced he was from Texas. 

Tarzan turned and gestured to the men assembled on the ve-
randah. “And these gentlemen, John Carter, I suspect you already 
know.”

“Just so, my friend,” answered the visitor. His gaze moved over 
the men on the verandah. Then his eyes met those of the bald-
ing writer. A wordless and almost telepathic greeting passed be-
tween them, the kind of acknowledgment that is possible only 
between very old friends who, upon meeting after a long separa-
tion, convey in a single glance a message that could not be com-
posed in a thousand spoken words. 

As the writer grasped John Carter’s hand, he noted without 
surprise that Carter looked no older than he had when he served 
as a captain in the armies of the Confederate States of America.

“My nephew of Earth, at last I see you once more after these 
many years!” said the new arrival.

“As always, Uncle, I remain your loyal scribe,” returned the 
writer, reveling in the feel of that firm grip.

“Edgar, you will soon have much to write about,” said John 
Carter, smiling. He then turned to the body of men and women 
assembled before him. “Sirs, although I had no doubt that you 
would respond to my call for aid, I nonetheless thank you for 
gathering here. And ladies, I likewise thank you for your indul-
gence and bring you greeting from my princess Dejah Thoris of 
Helium.”

Tarzan gestured toward the dark ship, floating a foot above 
Jane’s rose beds. “Can we see to the needs of your crew?”

“We have traveled far, but we remain well-provisioned,” re-

plied John Carter. “With your permission, my crew will camp 
near our ship. Your dogs and horses, to say nothing of your black 
folk, are made nervous enough by our presence. I think it wise 
that we not mingle, at least until daylight. In stimulated minds, 
darkness can turn rabbits into dragons.” 

“As you wish,” said Tarzan, “but come, let us go inside. Your 
dinner is by now cold, but it can be warmed. And although I 
neither smoke nor drink these days, I maintain a stock for those 
who do.”

“I have indeed come a long way,” admitted the visitor, “and 
truth be told, it has been a long time since I tasted the food and 
spirits of this good Earth.”

The ladies were eager to see more of this newcomer from 
another world and would not be denied entry into the library. 
Likewise, the bronzed man’s five associates looked on as Tarzan 
resumed his place at the head of the Atlantean table and John 
Carter took a place at the opposite end.

How very like Tarzan he looks, thought Jane Clayton, and in 
fact all among the assembled party wondered at the likeness. But 
such thoughts were forgotten as the brightly lit library revealed a 
fact hitherto unnoticed.

“You are injured!” cried Lady Jane.
A red stain suffused the fabric of the Warlord’s tunic just be-

low his heart.
“Do you require medical attention?” asked Dr. Arkonovitch, 

half rising from the seat he had just taken. “I...”
“Thank you, Doctor, but I am fine. The bandage was hastily ap-

plied, but the wound is superficial. However, I would welcome 
a good brandy, or perhaps, if the ladies will excuse me, a shot of 
Jack Daniels if you have it. I have slept little in the past few days, 
and I find my wits fogging.”

A servant delivered a glass of brandy almost as it was request-
ed, and soon thereafter a whisky was in the visitor’s hand. As 
John Carter drank, his vigor returned. He stood, a magnet to ev-
ery eye. 

“Ladies and gentlemen, I see by your faces that you are keen to 
know more about me, and the message that brings us together. 
Be it understood that the matter I put before you does not con-
cern the destiny of one man or one nation, but rather the fate 
of an entire world. Without your aid, my adopted world will die.

“But before I continue, a formal introduction. I am John Cart-

The adventure continues in
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